
Silvi�'� Cake� Men�
10012 Chester Rd, 23831, Chester, US, United States

+18047065857 - https://www.facebook.com/silviascakesrva/

The place from Chester offers 16 different meals and drinks on the card at an average price of $19.3. What
User likes about Silvia's Cakes:

that's the go to cake shop. I was looking for a place in va that made good, delicious cakes that were not dry and
hard, and who knew how to make a Dominican cake. I found it! her cake was so moist, not too sweet and was
perfectly decorated. I could not have been happier and great. I ordered the strawberry filled Dominican cake. a

must! read more. What User doesn't like about Silvia's Cakes:
buyer's intention! I have a cake from here on the 22nd dec. and I found haare in my cake. So they gave me a
second cake and it tasted like it had been thrown into a water basin. I would never buy from here again. I'm

staying with Walmart. read more. Silvia's Cakes from Chester is a cozy café, where you can enjoy a snack or
cake with a hot coffee or a sweet chocolate, and you have the opportunity to try tasty American meals like Burger

or Barbecue. With fresh fish, meat, as well as beans and rice, here they also South American cook, Likewise,
the guests of the establishment prefer the extensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the

restaurant provides.
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P�z�
TEXAS

Sweet�
CHOCOLATE CAKE

Desser�
SHEET CAKE $23.0

Min� donut�
1/2 DOZEN $5.5

Oyster�
1 DOZEN $12.0

Cupcake�
1 JUMBO CUPCAKE $3.0

SINGLE CUPCAKE $1.3

Cake�
SHEET CAKE (20 PEOPLE) $35.0

1 TIER ONLY $20.0

SHEET CAKE (30 PEOPLE) $55.0

Sweet� & Dessert�
TRES LECHES

RED VELVET

DULCE DE LECHE

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

FRUIT

ANANAS CHICKEN

COCONUT

CARAMEL
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -15:00
Tuesday 10:00 -15:00
Wednesday 10:00 -18:00
Thursday 10:00 -18:00
Friday 10:00 -18:00
Saturday 10:00 -18:00
Sunday 10:00 -15:00
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